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In addition, the player can now score a goal by heading or by shooting with a first touch, which is a new way to score a goal, while the goalkeeper can now save a shot by using the new “goose kick” gesture, which is inspired by players in the real-life EPL. Key features are: - HyperMotion Technology: A new type of animation created with motion capture data,
which is now possible thanks to the work of more than 250 players from the high intensity EPL, who have filmed their game together with the software. - First Touch Control: Goalkeepers now have the ability to save shots with a new goalkeeper movement: they can emulate the glove-wrist gesture of real-life goalkeepers. - Teammate Passes: There are new
and revised teammate pass options, depending on where your forwards are and where your opponents are. - New Free Kicks: New free kicks can be created using a new variety of new formations, which appear inside the box, outside the box, using volleys and set pieces. - Player Deflections: New Deflection Patterns will appear during aerial duels, on goal
kicks and shots on goal. - Rotation: Rotation rules –- which determine how players and crosses move in the area of a penalty – will create more creativity, more variety and more freedom. Players will now have more ways to get around defenders to use their special skill set. - New Battles: There are different types of competitions where players use individual
and team strategies to win the ball back. The intensity of these new battles has been increased, in order to increase player interest. The new moves and forms offer new ways to score and control the ball, new defensive tactics, team play and individual skills. The complete field of play is now far more explosive than in FIFA 21. It includes new Artificial
Intelligence (AI), new Dynamic Tactics (DT) and new Behavior Control (BC). FIFA 22 Gameplay Changes: Artificial Intelligence (AI): FIFA 22 introduces the new defensive AI (DT). This defensive AI system (which has been created by none other than EA SPORTS) makes it easier for goalkeepers to make saves, creates options for the AI to quickly move the ball
from goal to goal or apply pressure to the opposition. Unlike FIFA 21, the AI system no longer anticipates where the ball is

Features Key:

Football's biggest, most immersive and engaging game to date.
More ways to compete than ever before, like FIFA Ultimate Team.
The Beast Mode Engine delivers incredible responsiveness and a picture-perfect frame rate whenever the action gets intense.
Your strength is more important than ever this year – choose your stance based on your club and play style to master the technique and techniques of the game.
The first ever FIFA game with Online Seasons, meaning you can compete in seasons played around the world, taking your career to the next level.
A brand-new Player Career mode that features Dynamic Player Ratings, meaning your players progress based on real-life statistics and also earn more experience and be awarded with badges and rewards.
Become a Pro over six distinct routes, starting in the youth and rising through the ranks to unlock a new stadium and unlock special kits, unique boots and more.
The most comprehensive matchday and broadcast information, with the potential to seize control of a match with a single action.
The improved Player Performance, Tackling and Interception controls make accurate, intuitive and seamless tackles and interceptions possible for the first time in a FIFA game.
Play closer to the game than ever with Touchline Controls.
Dynamic and reactive crowds make every match truly in-game.
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FIFA is the world's leading videogame brand. With over 200 million players, FIFA titles are among the highest-selling games of all time. With over 25 million players in the U.S., EA SPORTS FIFA 22 is the number one sports game on the PS4 and Xbox One. The critically-acclaimed videogame returns as the first ever FIFA to fully integrate real-world play.
Featuring the most realistic, authentic and diverse gameplay in the series' history, FIFA 22 delivers the most immersive and authentic gameplay experience to date, powered by new gameplay innovations; season-spanning innovations; and the integration of new virtual reality technology. FIFA 22 features the most realistic and authentic gameplay experience
in the series' history with a new simulation engine built from the ground up. Players experience decision-making, constant motion and real-world physicality with unprecedented sharpness and control. With new generation gameplay, FIFA 22 introduces "FIFA Moments" gameplay, which reveals situations where players can make life-or-death decisions that
shape the outcome of the game. In "First Touch," for example, players can make the decision to play the ball as soon as they get the chance or risk losing their chance. Players can then jump for the ball, and depending on their jumping ability, their reaction, and many other factors, they can either win or lose the ball. 30 New Skills - Moving and tackling are
enhanced with different speeds, controls and movements, allowing for more precision and tactical control. More Dynamic Carriers - Players now feel the weight of the team in the form of more energy and momentum. Jumps - Controls are enhanced and new jump techniques can be used to dribble past defenders. Improved Ball Physics - Ball movement is
faster and more realistic, giving players more control and positional awareness. More Skill Challenges - Players are now able to prove their skills with new challenges. These skill challenges reward players with a score and rank them against other players. Three New Difficulty Settings - New players can adjust the difficulty to their preference with three
settings: Quick Match, Normal and Practice Mode. User Interface Single Player Mode Career Mode – Season mode allows players to create and manage a team from the lower divisions through to the very top. All-new Matchday – EA SPORTS FIFA 22 features a new format of manager mode: matchdays. A fully interactive and intuitive new Matchday Experience
provides all of the controls and bc9d6d6daa
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Build an unstoppable team of the greatest footballers of all time and compete in the game’s most authentic mode, FIFA Ultimate Team. Make every collectable player count, then use training drills, tactics, and blockbuster new plays to dominate your opponent. If you’re feeling lucky, unlock FIFA 2K Ultimate Team to compete in the most explosive mode in
football. Direct Control Player- This feature allows players to create their very own player. Create your own player by customising their appearance, movements, and attributes, set up your preferred tactics and play style, then even guide your player by choosing formations and players, to build your very own playing style. Invitation – Invitation requires a
serial number for digital content. Sign-in and go to the Club Profile. Select “Invite Friends.” Enter the code and follow the instructions to add your friend to your club and earn additional benefits. Elite Kit – Add exclusive Juventus to your collection with the new Juventus Master Kit. Partnership – All partners have been updated. All partnerships and promotions
can be accessed through the Club Profile. Stream ID – With the introduction of Stream IDs you can now see who is watching your game and how many likes, comments and shares you are receiving. The iOS system has been tweaked with a couple of minor improvements, along with a few new features. The biggest change that players can take advantage of
is the option to view your friends list in a sidebar. According to EA, the change from the Facebook screen to the iOS compatible sidebar will be seamless. The previously invisible friends list is now available at all times in the game. Players can now view their friends list in a sidebar on the right hand side of the screen. Additionally, EA has removed the ability to
quickly mute in-game audio notifications. This change should help cut down on distractions for those that need their full focus on the game, but will still allow players to get a hold of the in-game audio alerts. Other new additions include the ability to switch between match making and pick a team. Also, users are now able to rotate through the match and
view previous games. There's more to read A quick rundown on the iOS update: You can now view your friends list in a sidebar on the right hand side of the screen. In-game audio can now be muted at any time in the Settings menu. Players are now able to

What's new:

Train like a Pro – Master the art of defense and use your new defensive options to win matches with a plan. Watch your opponent break your lines? Create a backup plan. Want to focus on that strong run down the right
side? Switch to a defensive setup and use team mates to block the pass and win your side the ball back.
eWorld Cup – FIFA 22 delivers the Fifa World Cup proper – with added team appearances, new World Cup stadiums, real-life atmospheres, and packs that deliver tangible rewards for gamers who play them on Live. Join the
global celebration of the World Cup as the likes of Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo and Neymar lead the next generation of football superstars.

Fifa World Cup
Updated Game Modes – Break down matches into different phases with reworked Career, Quick Match and Practice modes featuring controlled training matches and statistics. Perfect your passing, shooting and dribbling
with all-new Tutorials and tips.
Capture and trade boots – New Stores and a patchwork of affordable international destinations have players scouting the shops and raiding the bargains. Select every piece of equipment and save up to configure the ideal
play style and change out your boots at whim.
Weave through crowds – Take on opponents by directing ball lines and managing the pressure of defence and attack at the same time.
FIFA Interactive Kick-Off – Enjoy more gold-standard moments when you play offline than ever before with new animations, crowd reactions and ball control ensuring that you can run the show with the ball at your feet.
Modernize the FIFA Ultimate Team
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FIFA is the leading sports videogame franchise. The FIFA universe offers the best football experience on the market, with an immersive and varied gameplay and stunning presentation. FIFA is renowned for its high quality
production values and realistic gameplay, and now that same level of excellence can be found in its multiplayer online mode. FIFA Ultimate Team™ is a new career mode available within FIFA and the main engine which provides
a whole new way to engage with football. This is a brand-new game mechanic that delivers increased depth and excitement as you construct and manage a squad of over 300 real world players with style, flair and personality.
FIFA Ultimate Team™ is a new career mode available within FIFA and the main engine which provides a whole new way to engage with football. This is a brand-new game mechanic that delivers increased depth and excitement
as you construct and manage a squad of over 300 real world players with style, flair and personality. What’s new with gameplay? A NEW CORE MATCH engine. Improved face tracking allows you to make the most of every touch
and every move, with a revolutionary new animation system that blends real-life and cartoon-like attributes. Improved face tracking allows you to make the most of every touch and every move, with a revolutionary new
animation system that blends real-life and cartoon-like attributes. COMBAT AI has been enhanced to make the new engine feel even more like a real footy match. Ball possession will be a key aspect in delivering the match,
which means that different player styles will affect possession in different ways. Ball possession will be a key aspect in delivering the match, which means that different player styles will affect possession in different ways. In-
game interaction. New first person tools have been added to improve gameplay, and new “Man on Man” tools which let you take control of entire players has been added. New first person tools have been added to improve
gameplay, and new “Man on Man” tools which let you take control of entire players has been added. A NEW EXCLUSIVE FLEXIBILITY. Off the ball actions bring even more depth to games. Now you have the ability to improvise
and execute new moves, like the all-new Assist. The Assist allows you to deliver a pass to a team-mate even if you don't have the ball. This can make the difference in tight games.
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows® 7 or later (64 bit OS) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo/Quad, AMD Phenom™ II, or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: nVidia® GeForce® 8800 GTS (GeForce® GTX 600 series), ATI Radeon® HD 4750 DirectX:
Version 9.0 or later Hard Disk: 300 MB free space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes: Updates and performance improvements are based on public information found on
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